
direct@gautierantoine.com Antoine GAUTIER gautierantoine.com

+34 631-31-53-31 Web Developer linkedin.com/in/Gautier-Antoine
Barcelona, Spain Barcelona, Spain github.com/Gautier-Antoine

Web Developer with 3+ years of experience in creating WordPress websites. Proven ability to drive a 
project, with a focus on resources, responsiveness and accessibility. Finding what is the best for our 
customers is always an unfinished process, that needs to be tackle to unsure we are providing them the 
best product.

    EXPERIENCES    

Orchestrated    orchestrated.ca - Hamilton, Canada

Web Developer  Remote Contract/  Mar 2021  Now/
 

In charge of the WordPress projects (27), I focused on coding manually our own solutions, that we will be 
applying on our different projects. This helped me remove unnecessary plugins and cutting down my 
monthly maintenance by 30 .%

Architect’s Corner - architectscorner.ca
 To create a Custom Theme, I chose to create a main theme and customizing it with a child theme. 
 By reusing the code, I reduced production time by 50  allowing us to focus on new functionalities.%
 Compared to Page Builders, Google LightHouse statistics improved by 10-30   reaching 95 to 100% %
 The projects design and quality increase, converted in a jump of 12  in the sells of customized theme.%

Hamilton Community Foundation - hamiltoncommunityfoundation.ca
 I had to implement custom loops for CPT’s in multiple pages and I decided to create Gutenberg Blocks.
 By providing the ability for the users to adapt the loop, they can create complex pages in few clicks.,

MGR Workforce  – mgrworkforce.com job-postings/ /
 Build a Plugin to realize CRUD operations on a CustomPostType, by reading an API.
 Implemented Schema Markups in the CPT, which improved the visibility by 13%

Your Life Counts     yourlifecounts.org -Toronto, Canada

Lead Web Developer  Remote Volunteer/  Apr 2020  Now/

 Leading a team of Web Developers & Designers to improve and maintain the websites..
 Implementing workflows and processes, to improve autonomy of everyone.
 Hosting four websites on a WordPress multisite, making maintenance four times faster.

Projects    
TricksList - chillax.tv TL/ / 2018
  Created a “To-do-list like” dedicated to skateboarding tricks using vanilla PHP MySQL./

Chillax.tv - chillax.tv 2013
 Rebranded a Parisian skateboarding blog and developed the WordPress Theme, leading to be in contact

with brands for events and interviews.
  

    SKILLS    
  

Languages: PHP, JavaScript, MySQL Tools: JQuery, React, Composer
Administration: CLI, SSH, BASH, CPanel, DigitalOcean  Version Control: Git, BitBucket, SubVersioN

    EDUCATION    
 

AODA Certification (WCAG level AA) 2020 - aoda.ca - Toronto, Canada
Licence in Video Post-production - Bac +3 2008  2012 -CinéCréatis  - Nantes, France/
Baccalauréat STI Electrotechnique  2007 - Lycée St Joseph LORRAINE  - Le Mans, France
 

    LANGUAGES        HOBBIES    

French: Native / English: Fluent / Spanish: Intermediate Skateboarding, BackCountry Camping
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